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NEW FLASHING COLOURSNEW FLASHING COLOURS

NEW

COLOURS

Underwater

Video

Model: NANO MINNOW
Size: 40mm, 55mm, 70mm, 90mm, 120mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Qty per pack: 27mm/16pcs, 40mm/8pcs, 55mm/8pcs, 
70mm/5pcs, 90mm/4pcs, 120mm/4pcs
Available attractants: anise, fish, roasted fish,
shrimp, roasted garlic, squid, squid+shrimp

NEW

SIZE!
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125mm

toughtough

5" TOUGH recommended to use
with BIG GAME offset hook 7/0

 better to use4" TOUGH
with BIG GAME offset hook 4/0

10

Model: TOUGH
Size: 70mm, 100mm, 125mm, 150mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Weight: 70mm - 2,55g, 100mm - 7,2g, 
125mm - 14g, 150mm - 23g
Qty per pack: 50mm/8pcs, 70mm/5pcs, 
100mm/ 6pcs, 
5pcs, 125mm/5pcs, 150mm/2pcs

Underwater

Video

100mm

TOUGH - the perfect weapon to hunt for Pike, Zander, Bass and big Perch. This lure has long and thin body, 
similar to most "shad" type baits, but the main feature of the  is a massive, heavy paddle tail. In TOUGH

combination with the relatively thin body this tail gives off a very low frequency vibrations with large amplitude. 
Even at a very slow retrieve  imposingly waves with tail, which in its turn sets in motion the whole body TOUGH
and the bait creates active swings. An important stabilizing role in such swinging play protruding fins.  On the 
belly of this lure there is a small flat fin which is designed for comfortable rigging with offset hook. An Offset 

Hook size 6/0 and 7/0 is ideal for this "THOUGH guy". In general, the bait produces a lot of vibrations in different 
directions.  is very agile and has the very qualities needed when trying to induce a take from pike and TOUGH

perch when they are lethargic, or in colored water. One tip for fishing the , jigging with a jighead or flex  TOUGH
head is excellent but also try it with a drop shot, Texas or. Carolina rig. It is recommended for catching Pike, 

Zander, Bass and Perch in lakes, canals and rivers with slow current . This lure contains natural attractant with 
real squid oil and now is available in sizes 70mm, 100mm, 125mm and 150mm.

150mm

70mm
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Tungsten flexible
heads

Recommended to use
Big Game Offset Hook 7/0

for perfect lure balance
and action

Recommended to use
Big Game Offset Hook 5/0

for perfect lure balance
and action

Recommended to use
with offset Hook 10/0

for perfect lure balance
and action

Recommended to use
Offset Joint Hook #2

for perfect lure balance
and action

Recommended to use with

BIG GAME
OFFSET HOOK 

NEW

SIZE!
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Model: SCALP MINNOW
Size: 80mm, 100mm, 130mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Weight: 80mm - 3,4g, 100mm - 7,9g, 130mm - 12,8g
Qty per pack: 80mm/5pcs, 100mm/4pcs,
 130mm/4pcs
Available attractants:  anise, fish, roasted fish,
shrimp, roasted garlic, squid

Video Video
SCALP MINNOW is a paddle tail, designed for zander and pike. The slim profile of this lure is exactly what 

zander love, they cannot resist it even when sluggish. The top part of the body is flat, which makes a perfect fit 
for all types of offset hooks. The thin, soft tail section, in combination with the slim paddle, provide an amazing 

kicking and flashing action whatever the speed of retrieve. is a perfect lure for fishing SCALP MINNOW 
weightless on the surface but it also works with traditional heavy heads for jigging or vertical fishing. Produced 

in a wide range of colours and 6 different scents.

Recommended to use with
Big Game Offset Hook 7/0

for perfect lure balance
and action

Recommended to use with
Big Game Offset Hook 4/0

or Wide Range Offset Hook 4/0

Recommended to use with
Offset Joint Hook #1

Tungsten flexible
heads

Recommended to use with

BGOH, WROH, OJH 
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exists in floating
 material 

Video

50mm
Model: VIBRO WORM
Size: 50mm, 75mm, 85mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Weight: 50mm - 0,9g, 75mm - 2,07g, 85mm - 3,25g
Qty per pack: 50mm/8pcs, 75mm/5pcs, 85mm/5pcs
Available attractants:  anise, fish, roasted fish,
shrimp, roasted garlic, squid
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120mm

Model: VIBRO FAT
Size: 71mm, 100mm, 120mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Weight: 71mm - 3,4g, 100mm - 8,4g, 120mm - 13g
Qty per pack: 71mm - 5pcs, 100mm - 4pcs,
120mm- 4pcs
Available attractants:  shrimp, squid

VIBRO FAT 100mm
Recommended to use with
Big Game Offset Hook 4/0

or Wide Range Offset Hook 4/0

VIBRO FAT 120mm
Recommended to use with
Big Game Offset Hook 7/0

VIBRO FAT 71mm
Recommended to use with

Offset Joint Hook #2 or 
Round bent joint hook #1

VIBRO FAT 71mm is a soft plastic shad which is optimally suited for catching of pike, zander, bass, perch
and catfish. Due to the cuts on the body it is perfect for equipping offset hooks and fishing in hard places. 
Also there are groves on the body of the lure which are designed for tungsten or lead nail sinkers, which

will help to fulfill the potential of the bait in a proper way.  has a rather large and heavy tail, therebyVIBRO FAT
actively playing at any speed of retrieving and attracts fish from a distance. Lures are made in 6 smells - anise, 

fish, roasted fish, shrimp, squid and garlic, which will allow you to choose the most suitable option for the
targeted hunt for a predator.

 are the baits for adult fish. and experienced anglers. The shad with impressiveVIBRO FAT 100mm and 120mm
size and very vigorous playing is created for catching pike, zander, bass, catfish and huge perch. It can be

applied in a classic jig fishing on the bottom as well as at the shallow water, rigged on huge offset hook, with
additional  nail sinkers or without it. Together with attractants,  soft baits have all the featuresCRAZY FISH

necessary for successful fishing for a lunker fish!
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daintydainty

Model: DAINTY
Size: 85mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Weight: 7,3g 
Qty per pack: 6pcs
Available attractants:  shrimp, squid

Underwater

Video

DAINTY was designed to swim with a great 
rocking action, produced by the massive 
paddle tail. It's great for steady retrieves 

without weight, or on light or heavy heads for 
jigging and vertical fishing. The fat body 

profile makes it perfect to mount on all types 
of jig heads and hooks, it goes especially 
well with double hooks. The heavy paddle 
moves very nicely at the slowest speeds 

thanks to the slim tail section and very soft 
material, which makes this lure very lively in 
the water.  will catch any predatory DAINTY

fish in both fresh and salt water! Designed for 
zander but also deadly for perch, pike, bass 

etc.

SUITABLE FOR
FRESH AND SALT

WATER

SUITABLE FOR
FRESH AND SALT

WATER

20

Recommended to use with
Big Game Offset Hook 3/0 or
Wide Range Offset Hook 3/0
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slim shaddyslim shaddy
160mm

Model: SLIM SHADDY
Size: 80mm, 160mm, 200mm
Material: 80mm - slow sinking with salt, 160mm and 
200mm - slow sinking
Weight: 80mm - 4g, 160mm - 32g, 200mm - 63g
Qty per pack: 80mm/5pcs, 160mm/2pcs, 200mm/1pcs
Available attractants:  squid+shrimp, anise

22

80mm

200mm

Light jigs with 10/0 
Gamakatsu hook

Screw sinker

MUSTAD hooks
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40mm

27mm

KASARI is an anatomic copy of a real dragonfly larva. As we know it is a 
delicious food for every fish. The features of this lure are in detail. It’s 

completely realistic and fish can't go past not to try it! Thick legs make 
very tasty moves in the water and bicolour body imitates some realistic 
texture of alive insects. Available in floating and sinking material in 24 

colours.  has a new squid+shrimp smell.KASARI

Tungsten jig heads

Model: KASARI
Size: 27mm, 40mm
Material: slow sinking with salt, floating
Weight: 27mm - 0,5g, 40mm - 1,45g
Qty per pack: 27mm/8pcs, 40mm/6pcs.
Available attractants:  squid+shrimp
Available in mixed colour packaging and one colour 
packaging

24

RECOMMENDED TO USE WITH

Tungsten
flex heads up to 5g with

hooks RBJH, RBFS and MJJH #6, #8 

kasarikasari
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Underwater

Video

nimblenimble

Model: NIMBLE
Size: 40mm, 65mm, 100mm, 125mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Qty per pack: 40mm/9pcs, 65mm/7pcs, 100mm/5pcs, 
125mm/3pcs
Weight: 40mm - 1g, 65mm - 2.3g, 100mm - 6.1g,
125mm - 12.2g
Available attractants:  squid

NIMBLE is one of the most remarkable lures in a family of soft crawfish imitations. Designed with idea to make “alive” 
claws for working at one spot and hold the lure in a strike zone longer, using the slowest retrieve. It must have perfect 

action even if you want to fish without sinker or with very light heads. Due to perfect geometry of each element and 
soft material, the lure has spectacular presentation in the water while you retrieve it with any speed - from extra slow to 

quite fast. Also it’s more than tasty during lift and fall. In other words - it works constantly and all the time, doesn't 
depend on the direction of movement. The softness of material is perfect, like a “golden mean” for light soft lures - 
sufficient for making alive in the water after the smallest impulse of your rod, but still durable enough for NIMBLE 

catching more fish, compared with many other similar baits. It can be used on regular or flexible jig heads, Dropshot, 
Carolina or Texas rig. Also it reaches good results rigged on weighted offset hook.

NIMBLE available in 4 sizes - 40mm, 65mm, 100mm and 125mm in more than 30 colors. Produced with squid smell. So 
you can choose the best combination to match your fishing needs. This amazing craw was designed for Bass and 

Perch, but it will be absolutely killing for Pike, Zander, Trout etc.

26

BIG GAME
OFFSET HOOK

WIDE RANGE
OFFSET HOOK

OFFSET
JOINT HOOK

ROUND BENT
JOINT HOOK

FLEX HEADS

RECOMMENDED TO USE WITH
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NIMBLE 40mm
 RECOMMENDED 

TO USE WITH
Tungsten jig 

heads

125mm

100mm

65mm

40mm
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75mmModel: CRAYFISH
Size: 45mm, 75mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Weight: 45mm - 0,7g, 75mm - 2,4g
Qty per pack: 8pcs
Available attractants: shrimp, squid

Underwater

Video

31

CRAYFISH is an imitation of the crustacean and it’s yummy for any predator! Long 
claws and slender legs  are moving and shaking during any retrieving. Also 

CRAYFISH is well suited for perch, pike and zander fishing with micro jig. This lure 
reveals it’s full potential if used with flex heads and big ring hooks. In addition 

delicious attractants and colours make this lure the best choice for UL fishing in any 
water.
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Model: ALLURE
Size: 27mm, 40mm, 52mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Weight: 27mm - 0,3g, 40mm - 0,86g, 52mm - 2g
Qty per pack: 27mm - 10pcs, 40mm - 8pcs, 52mm - 6pcs
Available attractants: shrimp, squid

RECOMMENDED TO USE 
WITH

Tungsten jig heads

Allure is a perfect lure for trout fishing. It has 
well proven body shape which was upgraded 

by the best world’s anglers tips. Excellent 
geometry, the best fish catching colours and 

great attractants give you all chances to catch 
a trout in any water - lakes and streams as well. 

Also  is well suited for perch, pike and Allure
zander for using with micro jig as well as for 

rock fishing! This lure reveals its full potential 
if used with flex heads and big ring hooks. 
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Designed for
brutal huge trouts!

35



HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED FOR
AREA and STREAM 

trout fishing.

Designed by Veduta Andrey for CRAZY FISH, 
according to idea, suggestions and strict control of

World champion Martin Forbak.

I LOVE ALLURE !!!

All fishes must have pay attention, because Allure 
looks like really tasty, and the nubile smell have 

result of more time hold in mouth, and this fact give 
more time for fisherman reaction to bite !!!

Allure is for me absolute favorite lure in the offer of 
nymphs on market.

Without Allure in my box I don´t go fishing.
I love catch for trouts, and trouts love catch Allure.
Construction of Allure is suitable for all conditions.
Streams and Brownies ??? Area and rainbows ???

For Allure is not problem !!!

If you give your trust to Allure, come meed ... 

Martin Forbak
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 SINKING 
& FLOATING

MODELS

  SINKING 
& FLOATING

MODELS
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Model: POWER MACE
Size: 40mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Weight: 0,63g 
Qty per pack: 8pcs
Available attractants:  anise, fish, roasted fish, 
shrimp, roasted garlic, squid

Underwater

Video

POWERMACE 1.4" is a twister with high-frequency action. It’s quite small in size. This 
combination is ideal for perch fishing. But despite it’s size, this kid is able to bring quite 

unexpected and huge trophy as a pike or zander. And if you combine these features with it’s 
POWERMACE “edible” character, then you can safely use it as a bait for searching a fish in 

huge water area.



king tailking tail 39

NEW!
Model: King Tail
Size: 65mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Available attractants:  squid

King Tail 65mm is a twister with high-
frequency action. 



100mm

50mm

new stylenew style

70mm

40

Model: ACTIVE SLUG New Style
Size: 50mm, 70mm, 100mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Weight: 50mm - 1,1g,  70mm - 2,2g, 100mm - 5,5g
Qty per pack: 50mm/10pcs, 70mm/8pcs
100mm/6pcs
Available attractants:  squid

Underwater

Video

ACTIVE SLUG is one of the first lures
in the range of .CRAZY FISH

Now it has a new lease of life! The restyled 
shape gives it greater mobility during a short 

lifts and drops on the bottom. The
front part reinforced, making it better suited for 

a double hook rig.
On the back of the lure there is a shallow 

groove for rigging an offset hook. The twist tail 
of the bait has become longer and more 

curved, with a weighted end. This gives it more 
vibrations and allows it to work for most low-

speed retrieves. As with all
Crazy Fish soft lures   contains ACTIVE SLUG

natural attractant with real squid oil and is now 
available in three sizes: 50mm, 70mm and

100mm. It is safe to say that Pike, Zander, Bass 
and Perch will appreciate the new design of 

ACTIVE SLUG from the very first
retrieve.
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Model: ANGRY SPIN
Size: 25mm, 45mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Weight: 25mm - 0,22g, 45mm - 1,8g
Qty per pack: 8pcs
Available attractants:  shrimp,
squid

ANGRY SPIN is a traditional twister lure with wide “alive” grub tail. It 
comes in two sizes - 25mm and 45mm and first of all is a lure for Perch. 
But it can be used for almost all kind of fish in fresh and salt water. It’s 

definitely one of the most versatile fishing baits. Due to softness of 
material and thickness of the tail it works even on the slowest retrieve 

regardless of weight of the jig head. The smallest size is amazing lure for 
nano jig.  is produced in wide colour chart with smell of ANGRY SPIN

shrimp and squid with salt inside.

ANGRY SPIN 25mm
 RECOMMENDED TO 

USE WITH
Tungsten jig heads

45mm
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Model: POWERTAIL
Size: 70mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Weight:  3.2g
Qty per pack: 5pcs
Available attractants:  anise, fish, roasted fish, 
shrimp, roasted garlic, squid

..

POWERTAIL is a twister with a 
weighted tail. This feature increases 
the frequency of vibrations, which 
often has a positive impact on the 
fish reaction. It allows you to use it 
on any rig, from classic jig head to 
no sinker rigs. And due to the high-

friquency tail action it’s good for 
slow animation in the different water 
columns. Especially over the grass 
on the slow retrieving, rigged on the 
weightless offset hook. The rings on 

the lures body create additional 
vibrations in water and increase the 

area of attractant radiation. 
POWERTAIL is great lure for the 

pike, zander, perch and bass. 

 RECOMMENDED TO USE WITH
Offset Joint Hook #1



NEW SIZE
NANO JIG SPECIAL
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Model: POLARIS
Size: 30mm, 45mm, 54mm, 68mm, 100mm
Material: slow sinking with salt, floating
Weight: 30mm - 0.1g, 45mm - 0.4g, 54mm - 0.5g, 
68mm - 1.5g, 100mm - 2.2g
Qty per pack: 30mm/16pcs, 45mm/8pcs,
54mm/8pcs, 68mm/8pcs, 100mm/6pcs
Available attractants: anise, fish, roasted fish, 
shrimp, roasted garlic, squid

POLARIS is the most versatile lure for micro and 
light jig. Due to the geometry of the body it has 

incredibly realistic presentation in the water, 
imitating a leech, worm or larva. It’s enough to give 
a slight impulse with a tip of spinning and the lure 
comes alive. Designed mainly for perch and bass, 
it can be successfully used for most kinds of fresh 
and salt water fish. Wide range of colours, 5 sizes 
from 30mm to 100mm and 6 different smells will 

help you to find the best lure exactly for your 
fishing conditions.

30mm

NEW SIZENEW SIZE
NANO JIG SPECIAL

45mm

54mm 68mm

100mm



Underwater

Video
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rock fishing
lure

Underwater

Video

FLOATING LURE
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GLIDER CRAZY FISH - it's a slug from , primarily designed for fishing with a drop shot .
This lure has a few features which make it successful for drop shot fishing and other fishing techniques. 

Weighted tail works brilliantly at the slightest movement of the bait, creating a "tasty" shakes, imitating real fry, it 
provokes an attack from any predators nearby. As well as drop shot technique you can use it with common jig 
rigs closer to the bottom or in mid water. But if you use it without weight on the water surface the lure makes 

amazing glides from side to side, resembling motion of minnow wobbler. It is our first lure which is available in 
two different materials - floating and slow sinking. These features make it a really versatile bait that can be used 

on a jig head, a dropshot rig, or any predator set up. In the back of the bait there is a recess for rigging with 
offset hook.  The optimum hook size for the 55 mm model is 10, for the 90mm model is size 2 or 4, and for 

120mm is 3/0 and 4/0.  contains natural attractant with real squid oil which trigger the genetic response GLIDER
in all game fish to attack.

49

NEW

SIZE! NEW  SIZE! NEW  SIZE! 
29MM!29MM!



Underwater

Video

Model: GLIDER
Size: 55mm, 90mm, 120mm
Material: slow sinking with salt, floating
Weight: 55mm - 0,7g, 90mm - 3,1g, 
120mm - 7,2g
Qty per pack: 55mm/10pcs, 90mm/8pcs
120mm/6pcs
Available attractants: squid

50
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Model: TIPSY
Size: 50mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Weight: 0,53g
Qty per pack: 29mm/16pcs,50mm/8pcs
Available attractants:  anise, fish, roasted fish,
shrimp, roasted garlic, squid

Underwater

Video

TIPSY - it’s temptation. Event the most well-fed and sluggish fish won’t pass by this lure. This slug 
belongs to a class of passive baits and reveals all its potential on the shaking animation, tempting not 

only predators but also a peaceful fish. remains attractive in pauses, lying motionless on the TIPSY 
bottom, showing all the charm of “edible” lures. This is possible due to attractants which are used in all 
CRAZY FISH TIPSY  soft lures. made in 6 smells: anise, fish, roasted fish, shrimp, garlic and squid, which 
allows you to find not only the best colour but the smells for particular water column and its inhabitants. 

This tasty worm can be successfully used for perch, pike, zander or some peaceful fish, also for trout 
and chub in lakes and rivers, as well as for many kind of fish if you going to sea side for rock fishing.

NEW

SIZE!
NEW  SIZE! NEW  SIZE! 

29MM!29MM!



magic stick
52

magic stick

Model: MAGIC STICK
Size: 130mm
Material: sinking with salt
Weight:  8,7g
Qty per pack: 8pcs
Available attractants:  squid

Underwater

Video
MAGIC STICK is a delicious chubby worm, designed mainly for 

Bass. This stick has a little bit thicker tail part, that's why you can 
cast it longer than regular worms of this type. Compared with all 
CRAZY FISH lures this worm has more salt so it is heavier than 

common soft lures. It give’s advantage when you want to use it on 
Wacky rig without weight. It goes down little faster then other lures 
and due to softness of material it looks alive in the water. Can be 

Texas rigged, using in Wacky style, on Dropshot or on different kind 
of jig heads.



new stylenew style
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Model: CRUEL LEECH New Style
Size: 100mm, 130mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Weight: 100mm - 1,5g, 130mm 3g
Qty per pack: 100mm/7pcs, 
130mm/6pcs
Available attractants: squid

RECOMMENDED TO USE WITH
TUNGSTEN

FLEX HEADS



Underwater

Video
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Model: CRUEL LEECH
Size: 55mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Weight: 0,41g
Qty per pack: 8pcs
Available attractants:  anise, roasted fish, 
shrimp, roasted garlic, squid

Underwater

Video

CRUEL LEECH is a great imitation of a real worm - common snack of any fish. Slim body with triangle disks and 
core make the lure extremely flexible in the water. It has fantastic alive presentation on any kind of retrieving, 

especially on the shaking animation on the bottom. Also you can cut the lure and use it for more finese technicks, 
such as NANO JIG, to catch a perch or other fish. Just make constant retrieving and shake the lure, rigged on 

small jig head, and you will be surprised how catchable this small guy can be! It’s one of the best worms for wide 
range of conditions from perch fishingin in fresh water to rock fishing in the sea.

Available in 6 scents: anise, fish, roasted fish, shrimp, roasted garlic and squid. More than 50 colours of this tasty 
worm allow you to find the best combination of colour and smell to attract the most indolent fish in fresh and salt 

water.
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WHITEBAIT is a small lollipop for a tiny fish. This really small 
lure was designed for unique style of ultralight fishing - Nano jig. 
This style implies the lures up to 40mm  and light jig heads up to 

1g. A tip of your rod should be as soft as possible for feeling 
everything on the end of line and making right animation of the 

bait.With such fine tackles you can catch everything and 
everywere. You can expect to see absolutely all kind of fish on 
your hook, because the lure imitates something very small and 
easily accessible. Such style of fishing is topical in the cities, 
where the pressure on fish is too high. With nano jig you can 

catch a lot of fish within a short time even in such difficult 
conditions.  was made according to experience of the WHITEBAIT

best anglers from Ukraine, where this style was born. It has 
perfect shape, size and colours to match to any conditions of 

Nano jig fishing. Comes in 20mm, 14 colours, anise, shrimp and 
squid scents with salt inside. Packaging includes 2 different 

colours of lure!

Model: WHITEBAIT
Size: 20mm
Material: slow sinking with salt
Weight: 0,1g
Qty per pack: 20pcs (10/10 - two different colours)
Available attractants: shrimp, squid

RECOMMENDED TO USE WITH

Tungsten
jig heads

RBJH and RBFS
#10, #12, #14

Tungsten
flex heads
up to 1g

Ebisu Violet and Gold - NANO JIG

20mm



hooks, sinkers and accessorieshooks, sinkers and accessories



Tungsten Jig Heads

Watermelon

Brown

Black
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STAINLESS STEEL
COLOUR CHART



ROUND BENT JOINT HOOK

MICRO JIG JOINT HOOK

ROUND BENT FIXATIVE SHANK
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CUSTOM FIXATIVE SYSTEM
CURVY SHANK HOLDS SOFT LURE BETTER

REAL SIZE
OF THE
HOOK

REAL SIZE
OF THE
HOOK

REAL SIZE
OF THE
HOOK

REAL SIZE
OF THE
HOOK

REAL SIZE
OF THE
HOOK

REAL SIZE
OF THE
HOOK

0,41mm
0,46mm

0,54mm

0,6mm

0,68mm

0,76mm

0,81mm

0,86mm

0,46mm

0,58mm

0,6mm
0,65mm

0,75mm

0,85mm

0,54mm

0,6mm

0,66mm
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LONG TAIL DOUBLE HOOK 62
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NEW

SIZE!
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Sense 2.2g colour chart
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Sly 4g colour chart

Sly 6g colour chart
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Sly 9g colour chart 84



Swirl  3.3 colour chart

Swirl  5.5 colour chart
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123g

230g
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ArionArion

FOR FISHING FOR FISHING 
FANATICS!FANATICS!

Arion.These are the lightest spinning rods in our range - the weight of the "heaviest" model is 66 grams. The 
blank material is Toray nanometer carbon 40T, which is used in space technologies. It is lighter, stronger and 
more responsive than the “ordinary” Toray Carbon 40T, which we use in our Perfect jig rods. Featuring Fuji's 
one-footed  titanium T-series guides with Sic inserts and a VSS type reel seat.



NEW

Perfect jig rodsPerfect jig rods

le

arion eva hendlearion eva hendle

arion karbon hendlearion karbon hendle101



 ASR6112S-SUL Arion

 Arion

 Arion

 Arion

 Arion

 ASR622S-UL

0.6—4g

1-7g

1-7g

3-12g

3-12g

 ASR6112S-UL

 ASR6102S-L

 ASR762S-L

 2.1m

1.87m

2.1m

2.09m

2.29m Solid

Solid

Solid

Solid

Solid
Nanometer

 carbon
 40T;

Nanometer
 carbon

 40T;

Nanometer
 carbon

 40T;

Nanometer
 carbon

 40T;

Nanometer
 carbon

 40T;

VSS

VSS

VSS

VSS

VSS

SIC Titanium

SIC Titanium

SIC Titanium

SIC Titanium

SIC Titanium

WEIGHT
(g)

62g

62g

63.5g

70g

68.5g

 Arion

 Arion

 ASR762S-ML

ASR762S-M

5-21g

7-28g

2.29m

2.29m

Solid

Solid

83g

85g

Nanometer
 carbon

 40T;

Nanometer
 carbon

 40T;

Nanometer
 carbon

 40T;

VSSSIC Titanium

VSSSIC Titanium

Nanometer
 carbon 40T;

Nanometer
 carbon 40T;

Nanometer
 carbon 40T;

Nanometer
 carbon 40T;

Nanometer
 carbon 40T;

Nanometer
 carbon 40T;

FUJI
SIC Titanium

FUJI
SIC Titanium

FUJI
SIC Titanium

FUJI
SIC Titanium

FUJI
SIC Titanium

FUJI
SIC Titanium

Solid

Solid

Solid

Solid

Solid

Solid

 Arion
(eva handle)

 Arion
(eva handle)

 Arion
(eva handle)

 Arion
(carbon tube)

 Arion
(carbon tube)

 Arion
(carbon tube)

ASRE742SUL

ASRC742SUL

ARSE832SL

ARSC832SL

ASRE862SL

ASRC862SL

1-7g

1-7g

3-15g

3-15g

4-18g

4-18g

2.24m

2.24m

2.52m

2.52m

2.60m

2.60m

77g

70g

88g

83g

93g

88g
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 NANO JIG SERIES NANO JIG SERIES

NANONANO

Nano Zero &Nano One.This model of spinning rod was developed specially for 
nano-jig fishing. Whilst building the rod we used the lightest, high modulus Toray 
40T carbon fibre blank material, along with the lightest Fuji components. This 
combination makes spinning as easy and balanced as possible.

 NSR582S SXUL Nano Zero

 Nano One   NSR612S XUL 

0.2-1.5g

0-2.5g

 1.72m

1.85m Solid

Solid
Nanometer

 carbon
 40T;

Nanometer
 carbon

 40T;

Medium 
fast

Medium 
fast

WEIGHT
(g)

66g

69g
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NSRE582S-SXUL Nano Zero
 (eva handle)

 Nano One
 (eva handle)

NSRE612S-XUL 

0.2-1.5g

0-2.5g

 1.72m

1.86m Solid

Solid
Nanometer

 carbon
 40T;

Nanometer
 carbon

 40T;

Slow Action

WEIGHT
(g)

52g

59g

Korean

KoreanSlow Action

NSRNE582S-SXUL
 Nano Zero

 (karbon handle)

 Nano One
(karbon handle)

NSRNE612S-XUL

0.2-1.5g

0-2.5g

 1.72m

1.86m Solid

Solid
Nanometer

 carbon
 40T;

Nanometer
 carbon

 40T;

Slow Action

WEIGHT
(g)

51g

58g

Korean

KoreanSlow Action

NANO
(CARBON & eVA HANDLE)

NANO
(CARBON & eVA HANDLE)

NEW
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KABAN - low-end spinning 
rods for twitch and heavy jig. 
We created them for medium 
and large wobblers, using 
swimbates, catching pikes and 
vessels of really large rubber, 
heavy jigging and forcing.

KB692M-T

KB692MH-T 

8-24g

7-28g

 2.09m Tubular Carbon 30TModerate
 fast

WEIGHT
(g)

128g

130g

 KB692H-T 12-45g

 2.09m

 2.09m

Tubular

Tubular

Moderate
 fast

Moderate
 fast

132g

Carbon 30T

Carbon 30T

Korean
Guide

Korean
Guide

Korean
Guide

Korean

Korean

Korean

kabankaban
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